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Abstract

Instruction tuning large language model (LLM) on image-text pairs has achieved un-
precedented vision-language multimodal abilities. However, their vision-language
alignments are only built on image-level, the lack of region-level alignment limits
their advancements to fine-grained multimodal understanding. In this paper, we
propose instruction tuning on region-of-interest. The key design is to reformulate
the bounding box as the format of spatial instruction. The interleaved sequences of
visual features extracted by the spatial instruction and the language embedding are
input to LLM, and trained on the transformed region-text data in instruction tuning
format. Our region-level vision-language model, termed as GPT4RoI, brings brand
new conversational and interactive experience beyond image-level understanding.
(1) Controllability: Users can interact with our model by both language and spatial
instructions to flexibly adjust the detail level of the question. (2) Capacities: Our
model supports not only single-region spatial instruction but also multi-region. This
unlocks more region-level multimodal capacities such as detailed region caption and
complex region reasoning. (3) Composition: Any off-the-shelf object detector can
be a spatial instruction provider so as to mine informative object attributes from our
model, like color, shape, material, action, relation to other objects, etc. The code,
dataset, and demo can be found at https://github.com/jshilong/GPT4RoI.

1 Introduction

The recent advancements of large language models (LLM) have shown incredible performance
in solving natural language processing tasks in a human-like conversational manner, for example,
commercial product ChatGPT [31], Claude [2], Bard [18], text-only GPT-4 [32] and community open-
source LLaMA [47], Alpaca [46], Vicuna [8], ChatGLM [14], MOSS [43], etc. Their unprecedented
capabilities present a promising path towards general-purpose artificial intelligence models.

Witnessing the power of LLM, the field of multi-modal models [13, 16, 20, 54] is developing a new
technology direction to leverage LLM as the universal interface to build general-purpose models,
where the feature space of a specific task is tuned to be aligned with the feature space of pre-trained
language models. As one of the representative tasks, vision-and-language models align the vision
encoder to LLM by instruction tuning on image-text pairs, such as MiniGPT-4 [61], LLaVA [26],
LLaMA-Adapter [58], InstructBLIP [11], etc. Under the design principle of instruction tuning, the
capacities of vision-and-language models largely depend on the alignment quality.

Although these works achieve amazing multimodal abilities, their alignments are only on image-text
pairs [6, 7, 33, 41, 42], the lack of region-level alignment limits their advancements to more fine-
grained understanding tasks such as region caption [22] and reasoning [56]. To enable region-level
understanding in vision-language models, some works attempt to leverage external vision models,

Model Image Region Multi-Region Multi-Round End-to-End
Cap. & Rea. Cap. & Rea. Cap. & Rea. Dialogue Model

Visual ChatGPT
MiniGPT-4
LLaVA
InstructBLIP
MM-REACT
InternGPT
VisionLLM
CaptionAnything
DetGPT

GPT4RoI

Table 1: Comparisons of vision-language models. Our GPT4RoI is an end-to-end model that supports
region-level understanding and multi-round conversation.
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(a) Visual Instruction Tuning (b) Spatial Instruction Tuning
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Figure 2: Comparison of visual instruction tuning on image-text pairs and spatial instruction tuning
on region-text pairs. The bounding box and text description of each object are provided in region-text
datasets. During training, spatial instruction is from annotations and in inference, spatial instruction
is given by user input.

for example, MM-REACT [54], InternGPT [28] and DetGPT [35]. However, their non-end-to-end
architecture is a sub-optimal choice for general-purpose multi-modal models.

In this paper, we are aimed to build up an end-to-end vision-language model that supports fine-grained
understanding on region-of-interest. Since the model architecture in image-level vision-language
models [11, 26, 58, 61] compresses the whole image as the image embedding without any operation
to refer to specific regions, our key design is to introduce the object box as the format of spatial
instruction, as shown in Figure 2. The visual features extracted by spatial instruction, along with
language instruction, are sent to LLM to obtain the response. For example, when the question is the
interleaved sequence of “what is this <region> doing?”, the model will replace the <region> with
the region feature referred by spatial instruction. The spatial instruction can be flexibly implemented
by RoIAlign [19] or Deformable attention [62].

To establish fine-grained alignment between region-text pairs, we upgrade the training data from
image-text datasets to region-text datasets, where the bounding box and the text description of each
object are provided. The datasets are consolidated from publicly available ones including COCO
object detection [25], RefCOCO [55], RefCOCO+ [55], RefCOCOg [29], Flickr30K entities [36],
Visual Genome(VG) [22] and Visual Commonsense Reasoning(VCR) [56]. These datasets are
transformed to instruction tuning format. Furthermore, the spatial instruction can use image-text
training data as well, such as LLaVA150K [26], by applying off-the-shelf object detectors to extract
object boxes in the images and use them as spatial instruction. Learning from these image-text
datasets curated for visual instruction tuning, our model is strengthened in conversational quality and
produces more human-like responses.

The collected datasets are categorized into two types based on text length. First, short-text data
contains object category and simple attribute information. It is used for pre-training the region feature
extractor without impacting the LLM. Second, long-text data often contains complex concepts or
requires common sense reasoning. To simulate flexible user instructions in actual use, we construct
complex spatial instructions for these data to facilitate end-to-end fine-tuning of the region feature
extractor and LLM.

Benefiting from spatial instruction tuning, our model brings a new interactive experience to the user
of vision-language models, where the user can express the question to the model in both language
form and spatial instruction form. This leads to new capacities beyond image-level understanding,
such as region caption, and complex region reasoning, as shown in Figure 1.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

• We move forwards region-level vision-language models by instruction tuning LLM on region-text
datasets. Compared to previous image-level models, our model is developed with new capabilities,
such as region caption and reasoning.

• We introduce the spatial instruction to refer to region-of-interest, and the region features extracted
from the visual encoder are input to LLM along with language instruction to obtain a response.

• We release the codebase, instruction tuning format of datasets and online demo in
https://github.com/jshilong/GPT4RoI.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Large Language Model

The field of natural language processing (NLP) has achieved significant development by the high-
capability large language model (LLM). The potential of LLM is first demonstrated by pioneering
works such as BERT [12] and GPT [38]. Then scaling up progress is started and leads to a series
of excellent works, for example, T5 [39], GPT-3 [3], Flan-T5 [10], PaLM [9], etc. With the growth
of training data and model parameters, this scaling up progress brings to a phenomenal product,
ChatGPT [31]. By generative pre-trained LLM and instruction tuning [34] on human feedback,
ChatGPT shows unprecedented performance on conversations with humans, reasoning and planning
tasks [4, 30, 52], etc.

2.2 Vision-Language Model

To utilize high-performance LLM to build up vision-language models, LLM as task coordinator is
proposed. Given the user instruction, LLM parses the instruction and calls various external vision
models. Some representative works are Visual ChatGPT [48], ViperGPT [44], MM-REACT [54],
InternGPT [28], VideoChat [23], etc. Although these models largely expand the scope of multimodal
models, they depend on external vision models and these non-end-to-end architectures are not the
optimal choice for multi-modal models. To obtain end-to-end vision-language models, instruction
tuning LLM on image-text pairs is proposed to align visual features with LLM and accomplish
multimodal tasks in a unified way, for example, Flamingo [1], MiniGPT-4 [61], LLaVA [26],
LLaMa-Adapter [58], InstructBLIP [11], MM-GPT [17], etc. These models achieve amazing image-
level multimodal abilities, while LVLM-eHub [50] finds that these models still have performance
bottlenecks when need to be under specific region reference. Our GPT4RoI follows the research line
of instruction tuning and moves forwards region-level multimodal understanding tasks such as region
caption [22] and reasoning [56].

2.3 Region-Level Image Understanding

For region-level understanding, it is a common practice in computer vision to identify potential
regions of interest first and then do the understanding. Object detection [5, 40, 62] tackles the search
for potential regions, which are generally accompanied by a simple classification task to understand
the region’s content. Region captioning [21, 49, 53] provides more descriptive language descriptions
in a generative way. Scene graph generation [24, 45, 51] analyzes the relationships between regions
by the graph. The VCR [57] dataset presents many region-level reasoning cases in a visual question-
answering format. However, traditional solutions have been largely limited to close-set recognition
tasks. By harnessing the powerful reasoning capabilities of large language models [8, 47], our
GPT4RoI adopts a generative approach to address these tasks and exhibits significant advantages
over prior methods.

3 Method: GPT4RoI

The overall framework of GPT4RoI consists of a vision encoder, a projector for image-level features,
a region feature extractor, and a large language model (LLM). Compared to previous works [26, 61],
the characteristic of GPT4RoI lies in its capacity to generate region-level feature representations by
leveraging spatial instructions, as shown in Figure 3.

3.1 Model Architecture

We adopt the ViT-H/14 architecture from CLIP [37] as the vision encoder. Following [26], we use the
feature map before the last transformer layer as the representation of the entire image, and then map
the image feature embedding to the language space using a single linear layer as projector. Finally,
we employ the Vicuna-7B [60] to perform language processing.

To extract region-level features with spatial signal <region>, a multi-level image feature pyramid
is constructed by selecting four layers from the clip vision encoder. These layers are located at the
second-to-last, fifth-to-last, eighth-to-last, and eleventh-to-last positions, respectively. We then add
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Figure 3: GPT4RoI is an end-to-end vision-language model for processing instructions that contain
spatial information, such as <region>. During tokenization and conversion to embeddings, the
embedding of <region> in the instruction is replaced with the RoIAlign results from multi-level
image features. Subsequently, all embeddings can be sent to a large language model (LLM) for
further processing, similar to pure text instructions. We also utilize the entire image feature to capture
global information and omit it in the figure for brevity.

feature coordinates [27] for each level to maintain spatial information. Finally, we adopt lightweight
scale shuffle modules [59] to obtain a stronger multi-level feature. We use RoIAlign [19] to extract
region-level features with the output size of 14×14, which maintains sufficient detailed information
for caption and reasoning. Moreover, all four level features are involved in the RoIAlign operation
and fused into a single embedding as the representation of the spatial signal <region>.

3.2 Input to LLM

Regardless of the user instruction, we use a prefix prompt “The <image> provides an overview
of the picture." The “<image>" is a placeholder that will be replaced by a sequence of image
features after tokenization and conversion to embeddings, providing the LLM with overall image
information.

When the spatial instruction is present by <region> in the input text, we replace the correspond-
ing <region> embedding with the RoIAlign results of the corresponding bounding box, during
tokenization and conversion to embeddings. As shown in Figure 3, when a user asks “What was
<region1> doing before <region3> touched him?”, the instruction is converted to “What
was region1 <region1> doing before region2 <region2> touched him?” This conver-
sion allows the output to retain the normal string “region1” and “region2” as references, and
replace the placeholder “<region1>” and “<region2>” to the corresponding RoIAlign results,
which provide detailed region information for LLM.

4 Spatial Instruction Tuning

Our model is trained using a next-token prediction loss [11, 26, 58, 61], where the model predicts the
next token in a given input text sequence. The loss calculation only involves the response and stop
string ### in the sequence. The training details are in Section A.1.

To instruction tuning on region-text pairs, we first transform them into instruction tuning format. We
divide the available region-text data into two types and use them in two training stages, separately.
In the first stage, we attempt to align region features with word embeddings in language models
using simple region-text pairs that contains color, position, or category information. The second stage
is designed to handle more complex concepts, such as actions, relationships, and common sense
reasoning. Furthermore, we provided diverse instructions for these datasets to stimulate chat-like
input in this stage.
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Object Detection
In the conversation below, you simply answer the category name
based on what you see in the imagery inside a particular region.
I will give you only one region each time. Categories containing
person, bicycle, car ...
<region1> person
<region2> dog

Referring Expression Comprehension
I will provide you with only one region containing only one
object, although there may be other objects present in the image.
It is recommended that you describe the object’s relative position
with respect to other objects in the image and its basic attributes.
<region1> red shirt girl
<region2> guy in black
<region3> right most person blurred

Table 2: The instruction template for Stage 1 training data: For both tasks, we begin by providing
a description of the task definition and the expected answer. Then, we concatenate all region-
text pairs into a sequence. For detection data, the format is “<regionx> category_name”. For
referring expression comprehension, the format is “<regionx> description of region”. Only
the responses highlighted in red are used to calculate the loss.

4.1 Stage 1: Pre-training

In this stage, we first load the weights of LLaVA [26] after its initial stage of training, which includes
a pre-trained vision encoder, a projector for image-level feature, and a LLM. We keep only the region
feature extractor trainable and aim to align region features with language embedding by collecting
short text and bounding box pairs. These pairs can include normal detection datasets and datasets for
referring expression detection with short expressions. The aim is to enable the model to recognize
the categories and simple attributes of the region in an image, where the text annotations for the
regions are typically short (usually within 5 words). To achieve this goal, we utilize the COCO [25],
RefCOCO [55], and RefCOCO+ [55] datasets in this stage.

As shown in Table 2, for COCO detection data, we first explain the task in the prompt and then
convert the annotations to a single-word region caption task. For RefCOCO and RefCOCO+, we also
give task definitions first and train the model to generate descriptions containing basic attributes of
the region. Only the description of the region (in red color) will be used to calculate loss.

After this training stage, GPT4RoI can recognize categories, simple attributes, and positions of
regions in images, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: After stage 1 training, GPT4RoI is capable of identifying the category of the region
(elephant), simple attributes such as color (purple), and the position of the region (left).
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4.2 Stage 2: End-to-end Fine-tuning

In this stage, we only keep the vision encoder weights fixed and train the region feature extractor,
image feature projector, and LLM weights. Our aim is to develop GPT4RoI’s capability for complex
region-level captions and reasoning based on user instructions, including single region caption,
multiple region caption, and reasoning.

We tailor specific instructions for different tasks. For single region caption, we construct from
Visual Genome (VG) region caption portion [22] and RefCOCOg [29]. For multiple region caption,
Flicker30k [36] is converted to a multiple region caption task where the caption should include all
visual elements emphasized by bounding boxes. To simulate user instruction, we create 20 questions
for each caption task, separately, as shown in Table 4 and Table 5. The Visual Commonsense
Reasoning(VCR) dataset [56] includes naturally diverse instructions. To meet the input format
requirements of GPT4RoI, we conducted extensive preprocessing to convert them to three formats,
which is detailed in Section A.4 in the supplementary material.

To utilize the LLaVA150k [26] visual instructions, we employ the powerful LVIS detector EVA-
02 [15] to extract up to 100 detection boxes per image. These boxes are then concatenated with the user
instructions in the format “<regionx> may feature a class_name”. This data enhancement
significantly improves the capability of GPT4RoI for multi-round conversation and reasoning.

Single Region Caption
### Question: Can you provide me with a detailed description
of the region in the picture marked by <region1>
### Answer: A man wearing a light blue t-shirt and jeans with
his arms extend

Multiple Region Caption
### Question: Can you provide a thorough description of the
regions <region1>, <region5> in this image?
### Answer: A man is watching a girl draw as he eats
### Question: Could you please give me a detailed description of
areas <region1>, <region2>, <region3>, <region4>, <region5> ?
### Answer: A man in a white shirt with a plate of
food sits outside in a folding chair with a little girl who is writing

Single Region Reasoning
### Question: How is <region1> feeling ?
### Answer: Person at region1 is feeling nervous
### Question: Why do you think so?
### Answer: His hands are tried behind his back and he is
surrounded by nazi guards. He is looking around to escape.

Multi Region Reasoning
### Question: Is <region1> happy to be speaking with
<region2> and <region3> ?
### Answer: No, person at region1 is bothered by the conversation.
### Question: What factors influenced your perspective?
### Answer: Person at region1 is standing with his hand on his
hip in a defensive way.

Table 3: Instruction template for Stage 2 training data: During training, we randomly select one
question for both single and multiple region caption tasks. For reasoning tasks, we modify the original
questions to include a reference for each region so that GPT4RoI can mention them in its answers.
Only the response in red color will be used to calculate the loss.
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After completing this training stage, GPT4RoI is capable of performing complex region understanding
tasks based on user instructions, including single-region and multiple-region captioning and reasoning,
as demonstrated in Section 5.

5 Demostrations

5.1 Single Region Understanding

As shown in the first example (Figure 1 left or Figure 5 left), GPT4RoI demonstrates its ability of
following user instructions to identify existing objects and their attributes “a boy holding an umbrella”
within the region, as well as recognizing the action “reading a magazine”. Moreover, GPT4RoI has
the reasoning ability and gets the conclusion that “the boy’s behavior is dangerous” based on visual
information.

The second example (Figure 1 right) shows that GPT4RoI can recognize the action and facial
expression of the runner. Besides, it can also infer that the runner is in a park by analyzing the
surrounding trees. More impressively, GPT4RoI can analyze the fastest runner by analyzing the
relative positions among runners in the image and identify that the runner within the referred region
is not the fastest, while the fastest runner is the man without a hat.

Figure 5: GPT4RoI for single-region understanding.
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5.2 Multi-Region Understanding

For the first example (Figure 1 right or Figure 6 right), GPT4RoI retains the ability to recognize the
objects and their actions within each region, such as the “white tank top” in region2 and “looking
at the menu” in region3. Moreover, GPT4RoI can understand the user’s requirements “the person
to call when ordering food” and identify that “person at region1” meets the requirement. Most
importantly, GPT4RoI can recognize the relationships between the given regions based on what it
sees, such as the likely relationship between region2 and region3 is “a couple”.

For the second example (Figure 6 right), GPT4RoI can recognize “people are region2 and region3
are fighting” among three people. Surprisingly, GPT4RoI is able to analyze “who has the advantage
in the fight” by providing reasonable evidence of “person at region2 is throwing a punch at person at
region3”.

Figure 6: GPT4RoI for multiple-region understanding.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we present GPT4RoI, an end-to-end vision-language model that can execute user
instructions to achieve region-level image understanding. Our approach employs spatial instruction
tuning for the large language model (LLM), where we convert spatial signals (bounding boxes in
this study) from user instructions into region features. These region features are then combined with
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standard language embeddings to create an interleaving sequence to input into the large language
model. By utilizing existing open-source region-text pair datasets, we demonstrate that GPT4RoI
achieves strong performance in region-level image understanding tasks.

In our exploration, we find GPT4RoI produces failure cases as shown in Section A.5. To further
improve the performance, we identify the following potential directions:

• Model architecture. We find that 224 ×224 input image resolution struggles with understanding
smaller regions. However, if we switch to a larger resolution, we must consider the potential
burden on inference speed from global attention ViT architecture, while the more efficient CNN
architecture or sliding window attention has no available pre-trained large-scale vision encoder like
CLIP ViT-H/14.

• More region-text pair data. The amount of available region-text pairs is notably smaller than
that of image-text pairs, which makes it challenging to sufficiently align region-level features
with language models. To tackle this issue, we may try to generate region-level pseudo labels by
leveraging off-the-shelf detectors to generate bounding boxes for image-text data.

• Region-level instructions. Although we have generated instructions for each task from existing
open-source datasets, users in practical applications may ask various questions about an arbitrary
number of regions, and the existing data may not contain satisfactory answers. To tackle this issue,
we suggest generating a new batch of spatial instructions through manual labeling or by leveraging
ChatGPT or GPT4.

• Interaction mode. Currently, GPT4RoI only supports natural language and bounding box interaction.
Incorporating more open-ended interaction modes such as point, scribble, or image-based search
could further improve the user interaction experience.

A Supplementary Material

A.1 Training Details

The model is trained on 8 GPUs, each with 80G of memory. During the first training stage, a learning
rate of 4e-5 is used with a cosine learning schedule. The batch size is 16 for 2 epochs, with a warm-up
iteration set to 3000 and a warm-up ratio of 0.003. The weight decay for all modules was set to 0.
During the second training stage, the learning rate is reduced to 2e-5 and the model is trained for 2
epochs. To enable end-to-end fine-tuning of the model, which includes a 7B Vicuna, Fully Sharded
Data Parallel (FSDP) is enabled in PyTorch to save memory.

A.2 Instrucion of Single-Region Caption

The instructions for single-region caption are provided in Table 4. We randomly select one as the
question in training.

A.3 Instrucion of Multi-Region Caption

The instructions for multi-region caption are provided in Table 5. We randomly select one as the
question in training.

A.4 Preprocess of VCR

The Visual Commonsense Reasoning(VCR) dataset [57], comprises 290,000 multiple-choice ques-
tions obtained from 110,000 movie scenes. Each image in the dataset is annotated with a question
that requires common-sense reasoning, along with its corresponding answer and the explanation for
the answer. To construct a sequence of questions, we convert the explanation to a follow-up question
and format them into a two-round conversation. Table 6 shows an example of the follow-up question
that asks for the reasoning behind the answer.

The VCR dataset is valued for its diverse question-answer pairs that require referencing from prior
question-answers to perform reasoning. Therefore, it’s crucial to assign a reference to each region in
the dataset. We accomplish this by starting each conversation with a reference to all regions, e.g.,
"There are <region1> and <region2> in the image." This approach explicitly references every region,
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avoiding confusion in future analyses. Additionally, we substitute the corresponding "<regionx>" in
the answer with "category_name at regionx" to ensure a plain text output sequence.

A.5 Failure Case Analysis

Due to limited data and instructions, GPT4RoI may fail in several landmark scenarios. We have
conducted a thorough analysis and look forward to improving these limitations in future versions.

Instruction obfuscation As shown in Fig. 7.(a), our multiple-region reasoning capability mainly
relies on VCR, where we often use sentences that declare <region1>, <region2>, etc. at the beginning
of the question. However, when users adopt the less common sentence structure to refer to regions, it
can often be confused with region captions that have the highest proportion in the dataset. As shown
in Fig. 7.(b), because our data and instructions are mainly generated by rules, our training data does
not include content with the "respectively" instruction in multi-region scenarios. This can be resolved
by adding specific instructions. In future versions, we aim to develop more diverse instructions, while
ensuring data balance.

Figure 7: GPT4RoI on instruction obfuscation.

Misidentification of fine-grained information Although GPT4RoI has improved the fine-grained
perception ability of images compared to image-level vision language models, the limited amount
of region-level data results in insufficient fine-grained alignment within regions. For example, in
Fig 8.(a), the model incorrectly identifies the color of the helmet, and in Fig 8.(b), it misidentifies the
object in the girl’s hand. Both cases generate the corresponding answers based on the most prominent
feature within the region. To address this issue, we plan to use semi-supervised methods to create
more region-level data.

Figure 8: GPT4RoI on Misidentification of fine-grained information.
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1. Can you provide me with a detailed description of the region in the picture marked by <region>?
2. I’m curious about the region represented by <region> in the picture. Could you describe it in
detail?
3. What can you tell me about the region indicated by <region> in the image?
4. I’d like to know more about the area in the photo labeled <region>. Can you give me a detailed
description?
5. Could you describe the region shown as <region> in the picture in great detail?
6. What details can you give me about the region outlined by <region> in the photo?
7. Please provide me with a comprehensive description of the region marked with <region> in the
image.
8. Can you give me a detailed account of the region labeled as <region> in the picture?
9. I’m interested in learning more about the region represented by <region> in the photo. Can you
describe it in detail?
10. What is the region outlined by <region> in the picture like? Could you give me a detailed
description, please?
11. Can you provide me with a detailed description of the region in the picture marked by <region>,
please?
12. I’m curious about the region represented by <region> in the picture. Could you describe it in
detail, please?
13. What can you tell me about the region indicated by <region> in the image, exactly?
14. I’d like to know more about the area in the photo labeled <region>, please. Can you give me a
detailed description?
15. Could you describe the region shown as <region> in the picture in great detail, please?
16. What details can you give me about the region outlined by <region> in the photo, please?
17. Please provide me with a comprehensive description of the region marked with <region> in the
image, please.
18. Can you give me a detailed account of the region labeled as <region> in the picture, please?
19. I’m interested in learning more about the region represented by <region> in the photo. Can you
describe it in detail, please?
20. What is the region outlined by <region> in the picture like, please? Could you give me a detailed
description?

Table 4: A list of instructions for single-region caption.
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1. Could you please give me a detailed description of these areas [<region1>, <region2>, ...]?
2. Can you provide a thorough description of the regions [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this image?
3. Please describe in detail the contents of the boxed areas [<region1>, <region2>, ...].
4. Could you give a comprehensive explanation of what can be found within [<region1>, <region2>,
...] in the picture?
5. Could you give me an elaborate explanation of the [<region1>, <region2>, ...] regions in this
picture?
6. Can you provide a comprehensive description of the areas identified by [<region1>, <region2>,
...] in this photo?
7. Help me understand the specific locations labeled [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this picture in
detail, please.
8. What is the detailed information about the areas marked by [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this
image?
9. Could you provide me with a detailed analysis of the regions designated [<region1>, <region2>,
...] in this photo?
10. What are the specific features of the areas marked [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this picture that
you can describe in detail?
11. Could you elaborate on the regions identified by [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this image?
12. What can you tell me about the areas labeled [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this picture?
13. Can you provide a thorough analysis of the specific locations designated [<region1>, <region2>,
...] in this photo?
14. I am interested in learning more about the regions marked [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this
image. Can you provide me with more information?
15. Could you please provide a detailed description of the areas identified by [<region1>, <region2>,
...] in this photo?
16. What is the significance of the regions labeled [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this picture?
17. I would like to know more about the specific locations designated [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in
this image. Can you provide me with more information?
18. Can you provide a detailed breakdown of the regions marked [<region1>, <region2>, ...] in this
photo?
19. What specific features can you tell me about the areas identified by [<region1>, <region2>, ...]
in this picture?
20. Could you please provide a comprehensive explanation of the locations labeled [<region1>,
<region2>, ...] in this image?

Table 5: A list of instructions for multiple-region caption.
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1. Why?
2. What’s the rationale for your decision
3. What led you to that conclusion?
4. What’s the reasoning behind your opinion?
5. Can you explain the basis for your thinking?
6. What factors influenced your perspective?
7. How did you arrive at that perspective?
8. What evidence supports your viewpoint?
9. What’s the logic behind your argument?
10. Can you provide some context for your opinion?
11. What’s the basis for your assertion?
12. What experiences have shaped your perspective?
13. What assumptions underlie your reasoning?
14. What’s the foundation of your assertion?
15. What’s the source of your reasoning?
16. What’s the motivation behind your decision?
17. What’s the impetus for your belief?
18. What’s the driving force behind your conclusion?
19. What’s your reasoning?
20. What makes you say that?
21. What’s the story behind that?
22. What’s your thought process?
23. What’s the deal with that?
24. What’s the logic behind it?
25. What’s the real deal here?
26. What’s the reason behind it?
27. What’s the rationale for your opinion?
28. What’s the background to that?
29. What’s the evidence that supports your view?
30. What’s the explanation for that?

Table 6: A list of instructions for the second round chat in VCR.
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